
AP Seminar: Summer Work

AP Seminar summer homework consists of THREE parts. Please read ALL instructions to be sure that you understand the expectations. Should
you have any questions or concerns, please email me at akers.angela.c@muscogee.k12.ga.us I check school email on a weekly basis during the
summer.

Access this document at: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VNpqADUxNkJhApIkcGCDsciNYPPW8c7V02yW76wjNAg/copy?usp=sharing

Your Summer Work consists of 3 parts:
1. Current Events
2. Research on a Topic
3. Learning Important Terms

Current Events

An important part of your learning experience in AP Seminar is being aware of current events from around the world. This helps us in our QUEST to
make connections between ourselves and others, and in building our curiosity. I suggest you consume news on a variety of topics from various
news sites and formats. The ones listed below are already approved by me, but you can certainly find others.

Listen Watch Read

● NPR Up First Podcast
● The Daily
● NPR Consider This

● The World A to Z
● CNN 10

● NPR News
● Reuters
● AP News

Week: Source (url) Topic (Politics,
Science, World,
Climate, Health,
etc)

Title, and Summary of News Story (2-3 sentences total) *If the news you watch/listen to
covers multiple headlines choose ONE to summarize.

EXAMPLE https://www.npr.
org/2024/05/05/
1249207522/ukr
aines-zelenskyy
-calls-god-an-all
y-against-russia-
in-orthodox-east
er-message

World “Ukraine’s Zelenskyy calls God an ‘ally’ against Russia in Orthodox Easter Message”

Ukraine and Russian are still at war, with Russia launching 23 drones that were shot down by
air defenses. However, one drone did kill six people and debris from drones that were shot
down caused building to catch on fire. Russia claims to have taken control over the village of
Ocheretyne, but Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy said that God was their ally in his
Easter message and urged for Ukrainians to unite in prayer.

mailto:akers.angela.c@muscogee.k12.ga.us
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VNpqADUxNkJhApIkcGCDsciNYPPW8c7V02yW76wjNAg/copy?usp=sharing
https://www.npr.org/podcasts/510318/up-first/
https://www.nytimes.com/column/the-daily
https://www.npr.org/podcasts/510355/considerthis
https://worldatoz.org/
https://www.cnn.com/2024/05/02/cnn10/video/ten-05032024orig
https://www.npr.org/sections/news/
https://www.reuters.com/
https://apnews.com/


6/2-6/8

6/9-6/15

6/16-6/22 .

6/23-6/29

6/30-7/6

7/7-7/13

7/14-7/20

7/21-7/27

Research on a Topic
Next, choose one topic from of the news stories you have consumed this summer. Do some additional research on the topic. Use allsides.com to
see the topic from various viewpoints.

For each article you read answer the following questions in the chart below:
1. What is the title of the article?
2. What is the main idea of the article?
3. How is it similar to the other articles on the same topic?
4. How is it different from the other articles on the same topic?

Topic:

Position: Source (url) Answer Questions Below:

Left:

Right:

Center:

http://allsides.com


AP Seminar Terms to Know

1. alignment— Cohesion between the focus of an inquiry, the method of collecting information, the process of analysis of the
information, and the conclusions made to increase understanding of that focus

2. argument— A claim or thesis that conveys a perspective developed through a line of reasoning and supported by evidence
3. assumption— A belief regarded as true and often unstated
4. author— One who creates a work (e.g., article; research study; foundational, literary, or philosophical text; speech,

broadcast, or personal account; artistic work or performance) that conveys a perspective and can be examined
5. bias— A personal opinion, belief, or value that may influence one’s judgment, perspective, or claim
6. claim— A statement made about an issue that asserts a perspective
7. commentary— Discussion and analysis of evidence in relation to the claim which may identify patterns, describe trends,

and/or explain relationships
8. complex issue— Issue involving many facets or perspectives that must be understood in order to address it
9. concession— Acknowledgment and acceptance of an opposing or different view
10. conclusion— Understanding resulting from analysis of evidence
11. context— The intent, audience, purpose, bias, situatedness, and/or background (larger environment) of a source or

reference
12. conventions— The stylistic features of writing (e.g., grammar, usage, mechanics)
13. counterargument— An opposing perspective, idea, or theory supported by evidence
14. credibility— The degree to which a source is believable and trustworthy
15. cross-curricular— Goes beyond the traditional boundary of a single content area or discipline
16. deductive— A type of reasoning that constructs general propositions that are supported with evidence or cases
17. evidence— Information (e.g., data, quotations, excerpts from texts) used as proof to support a claim or thesis
18. fallacy— Evidence or reasoning that is false or in error
19. implication— A possible future effect or result
20. inductive— A type of reasoning that presents cases or evidence that lead to a logical conclusion
21. inquiry— A process for seeking truth, information, or knowledge through a study, research investigation, or artistic

endeavor/work
22. interdisciplinary— Involving two or more areas of knowledge
23. issue— Important problem for debate or discussion
24. lens— Filter through which an issue or topic is considered or examined
25. limitation— A boundary or point at which an argument or generalization is no longer valid



26. line of reasoning— Arrangement of claims and evidence that leads to a conclusion
27. literature— The foundational and current texts of a field or discipline of study
28. perspective— A point of view conveyed through an argument
29. plagiarism— Failure to acknowledge, attribute, and/or cite any ideas or evidence taken from another source
30. point of view— A position or standpoint on a topic or issue
31. primary source— An original source of information about a topic (e.g., study, artifact, data set, interview, article)
32. qualification— A condition or exception
33. qualitative— Having to do with text, narrative, or descriptions
34. quantitative— Having to do with numbers, amounts, or quantities
35. rebuttal— Contradicting an opposing perspective by providing alternate, more convincing evidence
36. refutation— Disproving an opposing perspective by providing counterclaims or counterevidence
37. reliability— The extent to which something can be trusted to be accurate
38. resolution— The act of solving a problem or dispute
39. scaffolding— The provision of temporary structured support for students to aid skill development
40. secondary source— A commentary about one or more primary sources that provides additional insight, opinions, and/or

interpretation about the primary source data, study, or artifacts
41. sequencing— The organization of curriculum content into an order which progresses from simple to more complex
42. solution— A means of answering a question or addressing a problem or issue
43. text— Something composed (e.g., articles; research studies; foundational, literary, and philosophical texts; speeches,

broadcasts, and personal accounts; artistic works and performances) that conveys a perspective and can be examined
44. thesis— A claim or position on an issue or topic put forward and supported by evidence
45. tone— The way in which an author expresses an attitude about his or her topic or subject through rhetorical choices
46. validity— The extent to which an argument or claim is logical
47. vocal variety— Changing vocal characteristics (e.g., pitch, volume, speed) in order to emphasize ideas, convey emotion or

opinion, or achieve other specific purposes


